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The energy injection into waves with a zero group velocity
M. E. Dieckmann,a) S. C. Chapman, A. Ynnerman, and G. Rowlands
Space and Astrophysics group, University of Warwick, Coventry, CV 47 AL, United Kingdom

~Received 9 February 1999; accepted 23 March 1999!

The frequency maxima of electron cyclotron harmonic~ECH! waves provide strong responses to
sounding in various plasma regimes in the solar system. The frequency maxima correspond to
waves for which the group velocity and thus the energy propagation velocity in the plasma frame of
reference is zero. A particle-in-cell~PIC! code is employed to show that the propagation of wave
energy at a non-zero velocity, necessary to couple energy from a stationary antenna to the plasma,
is accomplished by propagating wave precursors. The undamped waves at the frequency maxima of
the ECH branches are nonpropagating hence the waves remain localized. It is demonstrated that the
nonpropagating waves, built up by the wave precursors, are standing waves. The standing wave
generation is followed from the linear to nonlinear regimes. For nonlinear emission amplitudes the
emission causes a plasma density depletion close to the antenna. The depletion is shown to trigger
a modulational instability in which the ECH wave collapses. The generated nonlinear standing wave
also develops an electromagnetic component which couples the electrostatic ECH waves to the fast
extraordinary wave. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~99!00707-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The wave injection into media supporting waves and
properties of the generated wave packets have been inv
gated in detail in Ref. 1. There it has been shown that
main signal is always preceded by wave forerunners.
interesting case should arise when the group velocity of
generated wave is zero. In this case the main signal ca
propagate. The focus here is on electron cyclotron harmo
~ECH! waves. The linear dispersion relation for these wa
has multiple solutions for which the wave group velocity
zero. These particular wave solutions, referred to as thef q’s,
are important for plasma sounding experiments.2 The injec-
tion of wave energy and the consecutive sampling of
electric fields at these frequencies gives rise to a strong
long-lasting plasma response to sounding.

We employ the electromagnetic and relativistic partic
in-cell ~PIC! code, described in Ref. 3, to investigate t
energy transfer into the plasma for these frequencies.
simulations are restricted to one spatial dimension. E
waves close to the frequency maxima are, in the linear c
electrostatic. Numerical simulations show that this is
longer true once the wave amplitudes reach a nonlinear
gime. Then an electromagnetic code is required.

In Sec. II the linear coupling of wave energy from th
antenna to the plasma is examined. The linear disper
relation for undamped ECH waves, propagating perpend
larly to the magnetic field, is solved. This provides the f
quency of thef q as well as the wave group velocities of th
ECH wave branch under consideration. The PIC code is t
employed to model the emission of a finite wave pulse w
its central frequency equal to thef q . The antenna is modele
by applying forced electric field oscillations to two neighbo
ing simulation grid cells. The emitted wave packet is th

a!Electronic mail: markd@astro.warwick.ac.uk
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analyzed by separating its frequency spectrum into interv
with distinct wave properties. It is shown that the emitt
wave packet consists of propagating waves being respon
for the energy transfer to the plasma. The propagating wa
generate nonpropagating standing waves with frequen
close to thef q . These standing waves remain spatially co
fined. The wave mode responsible for the coupling of wa
energy to thef q is identified.

In Sec. III we compare simulation runs for a range
gradually increasing antennaE fields with the emission fre-
quency and the emission duration kept constant. The pla
response to the emission is followed from the linear to n
linear regimes. For high emission amplitudes the genera
wave perturbation can no longer be described by the lin
dispersion relation that was calculated for the initial valu
of the plasma. Its central wave number is shifted towa
lower values which would put the perturbation into a plas
regime supporting only transiently damped waves. The p
turbation is, however, weakly damped or undamped.

In Sec. IV the focus is on the nonlinear plasma respo
at thef q . The generated perturbation is shown to be a sta
ing wave. Its frequency is broadband, centered at thef q , and

its central wave number is shifted towards lower values ok̃.
This shift to low wave numbers is related to an increas
plasma temperature at the perturbation’s location. The p
turbation is shown to collapse when the spatial extent of
plasma density depletion, generated by the emiss
matches the wavelength of thef q . This is a strong indicator
that thef q perturbation collapses by means of a modulatio
instability. The plasma density depletion is connected w
the buildup of currents perpendicular to the ECH wave v
tor and the background magnetic field. The current system
shown to decrease the magnetic field strength close to
antenna. The perturbation at thef q gives rise to an oscilla-
tory component of the ambient magnetic field oscillati
1 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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 This a
with the f q’s frequency. As a consequence, electromagn
waves are generated by an electrostatic sounder. The re
are discussed with view to the plasma sounding experim

II. THE LINEAR PLASMA RESPONSE AT THE Fq

A. The linear dispersion relation

We solve the linear dispersion relation for an electr
plasma described by a single Maxwellian velocity distrib
tion. The ambient magnetic field is perpendicular to the wa
propagation vector. In this case the plasma supports line
undamped ECH waves. The electron thermal velocity isv th ,
the electron cyclotron frequency is denoted asvc and is set
to 10 kHz. The electron plasma frequency isvp54vc . The
electron temperature is 2.5 eV. In what follows, all freque
cies are normalized to the electron cyclotron frequency
all wave numbers to the inverse electron thermal gyrorad
vc /v th .

The ECH wave solutions in the interval betweenv
53vc and v56vc are shown in Fig. 1. Overplotted a
dashed lines are the harmonics of the cyclotron freque
and the frequency of thef q that is investigated.

B. The linear antenna-plasma coupling

The employed PIC code uses periodic boundary con
tions. The simulation box dimensions are such that no
nificant wave energy touches the boundaries until the si
lation’s end. The simulation box consists of 500 grid ce
each with a length of four meters. The electron distribut
function is represented by 4608 particles per cell and
proton distribution function is represented by 2312 partic
per cell. The antenna is modeled by applying forced elec
field oscillations to the simulation cells with the number 2
and 251. The forced oscillations at both cells have an op
site phase. This model corresponds to an antenna that is

FIG. 1. The undamped solutions of the linear dispersion relation for E

waves propagating perpendicularly toBW in the frequency intervalṽe @3,6#.
The two bottom dashed lines are thenvc . The uppermost dashed line is th
emission frequency. Its intersection point with the ECH wave dispers
relation is thef q .
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dimensional and permeable. The polarization of the forc
electric fields is in the simulation direction. The antenna
thus an electrostatic antenna.

The emission duration is 30 wave periods. In what f
lows, the timet is normalized to one emission wave perio
T, that is t̃ 5t/T5t f q . The f q is the frequency maximum o
the ECH branch found between 5vc and 6vc . The emission
amplitude is 0.25 V/m. With a grid cell length of fou
meters, this corresponds to a peak potential difference of
between the antenna and the surrounding plasma. Th
considerably less than, for example, the 80 V peak to p
potential difference between the two antenna plates~i.e.,
twice the potential between one antenna plate and the
rounding plasma! of the Ulysses sounder.4

The wave power, integrated over the wave number in
val excited by the emission, is plotted versus the normali
time in Fig. 2. The power is smoothed by averaging over o
wave period and it is normalized to the peak power. T
vertical solid line indicates the emission’s end. One notic
an approximately linear increase in the power as a func
of t̃ until the emission’s end. Then the power gradually dro
until the simulation’s end.

The simulation did not show any significant wave pow
at any value ofṽ,k̃ other than those corresponding to th
wave packet. Thus the drop in power cannot be assigne
wave–wave coupling to wave modes which are not part
the emitted wave packet.

Electron trapping can also act as a nonlinear wave da
ing mechanism. The trapping of particles by ECH waves
described in Ref. 5. The analysis there is, however, va
only for wave frequencies close to a harmonic ofvc which is
not the case for thef q . The emission amplitude has neve
theless been chosen such as to generate wave packets
amplitudes less than the electric field required to trap e
trons if the analysis in Ref. 5 would be valid for thef q under
consideration.

To identify damped wave modes we Fourier transfo

H

n

FIG. 2. The electrostatic wave power contained in the simulation box a
function of time. The emission frequency is that of thef q . The vertical solid
line is the emission’s end after which the wave power slowly decreases.
weak damping shows that most wave power is concentrated on the
damped ECH wave dispersion relation.
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 This a
the electrostatic field data~the field component in simulation
direction! over space and multiply the result with its compl
conjugate. This gives the wave power as a function ofk̃ and
t̃ . The k̃, t̃ spectrum is integrated over 10 emission wa
periods each for three different simulation times. The res
is shown in Fig. 3. Plotted is the power, normalized to t
peak power of the solid curve, versusk̃. The solid curve
corresponds to the integration intervalt̃ e @30,40#, i.e., the
time immediately after the emission’s end. The dashed
corresponds tot̃ e @85,95# and the dash dotted line tot̃ e
@140,150#. The vertical solid line shows the wave number
the f q . The three curves have a similar power for large a
for low values ofk̃ which shows that the wave modes a
undamped. For increasingt̃ the wave power atk̃'2 de-
creases. This damping is qualitatively different from t
damping described in Ref. 5. There we would expect dam
ing of the highk̃ modes.

The distribution of the wave power suggests that
high k̃ modes carry less wave power than the lowk̃ modes.
This is not necessarily an indicator for wave damping due
trapping. The antenna does not couple equally strong to
wave modes, it couples predominantly to frequencies cl
to the emission frequency and to high wave numbers~the
strong localization in space implies that most power of
antenna electric fields is at high wave numbers!.

C. The spatial distribution of the linear wave power

We now look at the power distribution in space of t
emitted wave packets. The power is extracted from the e
trostatic field data by filtering out specific frequency comp
nents. The frequency intervals are shown in Fig. 4. Plotte
ṽ versusk̃ of the ECH waves close to the investigatedf q .
The interval 1 (ṽ5@5.32,5.37#) contains waves with a grou
velocity of uvgru50.1 or larger. The interval 2 (ṽ
5@5.37,5.42#) contains waves withuvgru,0.1 and the tran-

FIG. 3. The electrostatic wave power as a function ofk̃ is shown for three

simulation time intervals starting att̃ 530 ~solid line!, t̃ 585 ~dashed line!,

and t̃ 5140 ~dash dotted line!. The vertical solid line is thef q . The wave
power remains constant~within noise fluctuations! apart from the wave at

k̃'2.
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siently damped waves between thef q and the upper interva
boundary. The interval 3 (ṽ5@5.42,5.47#) contains no un-
damped wave solutions of the linear dispersion relation.

To visualize the spatial distribution of the wave powe
we apply a Fourier transform over time. We select the b
corresponding to the three frequency intervals shown in F
4. The time integration interval ranges fromt̃ 548 to t̃
5150. The power distribution in the interval 1 is shown
Fig. 5. Plotted is the power, normalized to the peak power
a function of the grid cell number relative to the anten
position. Two types of power distributions can be found. F
a distance of less than 100 grid cells to the antenna the e
tric field power has pronounced maxima and minima. Sin
the excited waves have a phase velocity different from z
and since the field power is obtained by integrating o
time, the wave perturbation must be a standing wave.
values of the minima do, however, not reach zero wh
indicates that the perturbation also has propagating w

FIG. 4. The solution of the linear dispersion relation for ECH waves pro

gating perpendicularly toBW between 5.25vc and 5.5vc . The dashed lines

are the boundaries for the threeṽ intervals into which the wave packet i
split up and examined in Figs. 5–7.

FIG. 5. The power distribution in the interval 1 as a function of the distan
~in grid cells! from the antenna. The wave power close to the antenna
pronounced maxima and minima~standing wave!. Further away the wave
power is a smooth curve~propagating wave!.
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components. For spatial distances from the antenna la
than 100 grid cells the pronounced maxima and minima
appear and are replaced by a smooth curve indicatin
propagating wave.

The power distribution for the frequency interval 2
shown in Fig. 6. Plotted is the power, normalized to the pe
power in Fig. 5, versus the grid cell number. Here, the se
ration into electric field minima and maxima is more pr
nounced than in the previous plots and here any contribu
by propagating waves is absent. The peak power of the
tral maximum is comparable in intensity to the pow
maxima in the previous plots.

The power distribution for the interval 3 is shown in Fi
7. It is normalized to the peak power in Fig. 5 and it
plotted against the grid cell number relative to the anten
The power levels are lower than those in the previous
plots. This is in agreement with the frequency interval su
porting no undamped wave solution of the linear dispers

FIG. 6. The power distribution in the interval 2 as a function of the dista
~in grid cells! from the antenna. The power distribution shows pronoun
maxima and minima~standing wave!.

FIG. 7. The power distribution in the interval 3 as a function of the dista
~in grid cells! from the antenna. The power distribution shows pronoun
maxima and minima~standing wave!. The overall power is low~the waves
are damped!.
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relation. The spatial extent of the perturbation is appro
mately the same as the one in Fig. 6.

From Fig. 5 to Fig. 7 we conclude that the emission
the f q generates both propagating and nonpropaga
waves. The nonpropagating waves can be identified b
pronounced separation of the electric field energy i
maxima and minima. The propagating waves were found
the frequency interval 1 whereas the other two freque
intervals contained only nonpropagating waves.

The wave group velocity atṽ55.345, the center of the
frequency interval containing the propagating waves, isvgr

'0.3v th . The time interval between the onset of the soun
ing and the end of the data window analyzed in Figs. 5–7
150 emission wave periods. The grid cell size is 4 mete
Together with the group velocity of the wave mode at t
central frequency of the interval 1, which we assume to
representative for this interval, we calculate that the wa
front must have propagated a distancex'200 grid cells. In
Fig. 5 wave forerunners extend up to this distance. Th
ought to be weak, since they do not reach this distance u
the end of the data window. Thus the overall wave pow
with which they are represented in this window is weak.

In Ref. 1 it has been investigated how waves are built
by a sinusoidal perturbation with a finite duration. The fin
emission duration causes a spread of the emission po
over a finite frequency range. This causes the generatio
wave forerunners with frequencies other than the emissio
central frequency. In our case, these forerunners are
waves in the interval containing the propagating waves
the individual wave components constituting the wave pa
ets have different group velocities they separate. This can
seen from Figs. 5–7. Whereas the waves in Figs. 6 an
cover the same spatial range, the waves in Fig. 5 have pr
gated much further. The arrival of the signal at a given p
sition in Fig. 5 corresponds to a gradual buildup of a wa
electric field at this grid cell. According to Ref. 1 this als
corresponds to a spread of the wave component’s power
a finite frequency interval. This frequency spread covers
nonpropagatingf q . The precursor can thus couple wave e
ergy to thef q . This coupling then gives rise to the standin
waves distributed in space in Figs. 5–7. The buildup of
wave at thef q is also related to a finite frequency spread
the wave which couples wave power into the interval 3~Fig.
7!. Hence the correlation of the wave power in space
tween intervals 2 and 3.

The standing waves far from the antenna have been g
erated by the transfer of wave power from a propagat
wave to a nonpropagating wave. The transfer of wave ene

between two waves with a differentk̃ should reveal the
propagating waves involved. The solid line in Fig. 3 ind
cates that the buildup of the standing wave has b
achieved during the wave emission period. The wave po
close to thef q shows no peculiarity. The antenna replac
the power lost by the propagating wave which complica
the identification of the propagating wave responsible for
buildup of the spatially extended standing wave. Figure
however, showed that the standing wave has wave com
nents that are transiently damped long~at least 18 emission
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wave periods after the emission’s end due to the choice
the integration interval! after the emission has finished.

The power lost by the transient damping must now ori
nate from somewhere. Figure 3 reveals that the wave w
k̃'2 is damped and the reason has not yet been identi
The group velocity atk̃'2 is vgr'0.05v th . By the end of the
simulation this wave should have reached a distance ox
'35 grid cells away from the antenna. This roughly cor
sponds to the spatial extent of the standing wave perturba
in Figs. 6 and 7. Thek̃ interval in Fig. 4 that supports th
damped precursors covers wave numbers with group ve
ties up to twice the value of 0.05v th which can account for
the flanks of the standing wave. The buildup of the stand
wave thus seems to be linked to the damping of the pro
gating waves atk̃'2.

III. THE DEPENDENCE OF THE PLASMA RESPONSE
AT THE fq ON THE EMISSION AMPLITUDE

A series of simulations is performed in which the em
sion duration and frequency are kept constant while the
plitude is varied. The emission electric fields are:E150.25
V/m, E250.5 V/m, E351.0 V/m, E452.0 V/m, E554.0
V/m, andE656.0 V/m. The highest emission amplitude co
responds to a potential difference of 24 V between the
tenna and the surrounding plasma. If the simulation ante
would consist of two plates, as ‘‘real’’ sounders do, the pe
potential difference between both plates would be 48 V. T
potential is still less than, for example, the sounder onbo
the Ulysses experiment applies between its plates.4

Six simulations using the electric field amplitudes ha
been performed. The plasma parameters were as in the s
lation in the preceding Section. The number of particles
cell are, however, reduced by a factor of 4 for both the el
tron and the proton species.

The electrostatic field data, i.e., the electric field in sim
lation direction, betweent̃ 530 and t̃ 5150 is Fourier trans-
formed in space and time.

In Fig. 8~a!–8~f!, the power as a function ofṽ,k̃ is
shown for the six emission amplitudesE1 to E6 . Plotted is
the normalized frequency versus the normalized wave n
ber. The power is plotted on a loge scale with the power
being normalized to the peak power in Fig. 8~f!. Overplotted
as a solid line is the solution of the linear dispersion relati
The dashed line showsṽ55.

Fig. 8~a! shows the case of an emission amplitude ofE1

which is the same emission amplitude as for the simula
described in the preceding Section. The antenna has sp
wave energy over a largek̃ interval along the solution of the
linear dispersion relation. The frequency of the wave ene
is close to the emission frequency ofṽ'5.4. Thef q carries
significant wave energy.

Figure 8~b! represents the emission amplitudeE2 . The
wave power is concentrated at the wave numbersk̃'1.7 and
k̃'2.3. The simulation solution of the dispersion relati
matches the solution of the linear dispersion relation. T
concentration of wave power at the higher wave number
dicates that particle trapping does not yet absorb signific
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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wave energy. The power at thef q is at a local minimum
which is, however, still large compared to the noise leve
The noise levels are lower than the values shown on
colorbar. The noise is distributed over the simulation b
whereas the signal is concentrated near the antenna. Thu
signal power, if present, is large compared to the noise.

Figure 8~c! shows the dispersion relation for the simul
tion with E3 . The increased emission amplitude did not i
crease the power of the ECH waves propagating on the
damped solution of the linear dispersion relation, indeed
power of the ECH wave atk̃'2.3 is found to decrease. A
the same time the wave power placed on the transie
damped wave solutions close to the ECH branch has
creased relative to the power placed on the linearly
damped ECH branch. This indicates a nonlinear damp
mechanism acting on the waves propagating on the line
undamped ECH wave branch with the damping being str
ger for the ECH wave at highk̃. The property of the damp
ing mechanism of beingk̃ selective is what we would expec
from nonlinear Landau damping due to trapping.5 The analy-
sis in Ref. 5 would, however, predict that the maximu
power supported by the ECH wave branch does remain c
stant once the nonlinear saturation wave amplitude
reached. This does not agree with the observed decrea
the wave power atk̃'2.3. In Ref. 5 trapping by a monochro
matic wave close to a harmonic of the cyclotron frequen
has been investigated. Here we excite two ECH wave pa
ets with frequencies in between two harmonics ofvc . In
addition the absorbed wave energy heats the plasma ch
ing the linear dispersion of the ECH wave modes close to
antenna. The trapping characteristics may thus differ.

In Fig. 8~d! the dispersion relation for an emission am
plitude of E4 is shown. The power peak atk̃'2.3 has now
been replaced by a continuous distribution with a low pow
level over a wide frequency range. The power peak ak̃
'1.7 has not increased in overall power but is now spre
over a largek̃ range. The reason for the spread ink̃ is exam-
ined in Sec. IV for an emission frequency ofE6 . There it is
shown that the spread is partially due to a shift ink̃ of the
frequency maximum in time and it is partially caused by
spread ink̃ of the wave perturbation.

Figure 8~e! corresponds to the emission amplitudeE5 .
The power peak at lowk̃ has been shifted towards eve
lower values than forE4 . The main peak is now decouple
from the solution of the linear dispersion relation. At th
same time a new power peak emerged atk̃'2 but at a higher
ṽ than the linear dispersion relation would suggest.

Figure 8~f! shows the simulation dispersion relation f
an emission amplitudeE6 . The main power peak is locate
at k̃'1.1. The second power peak is propagating on
linear dispersion relation solution atk̃'1.7.

IV. THE NONLINEAR PLASMA RESPONSE AT THE Fq

The electrostatic field perturbation produced by an em
sion amplitudeE6 is shown in Fig. 9. Plotted is the logarith
mic power, normalized to the peak power, as a function
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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FIG. 8. ~a!–~f! show the simulation dispersion relations for the excited ECH waves for the emission amplitudesE1 ~a! to E6 ~f!. For increasing emission

amplitudes the wave packet splits ink̃ close to thef q . The low k̃ component moves towards lowerk̃ for increasing emission amplitudes.
po
im
th
th

wer

agat-
the simulation grid cell number relative to the antenna’s
sition and the normalized time. The emission ends at a t
t̃ 530. For visualization purposes, the electric fields at
two antenna grid cells in the plot are set to zero during
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emission. The perturbation shows the pronounced po
maxima and minima typical for a standing wave. Att̃'70
the perturbation collapses and waves can be seen prop
ing away from the flanks of the perturbation.
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By Fourier transforming the electrostatic field data
space and multiplying the result with its complex conjuga
one obtains the power as a function ofk̃, t̃ . The electric fields
at the two antenna grid cells during the emission are se
zero to improve the dynamical range in Fig. 10. The log
rithmic power is plotted versus the normalized wave num
and the normalized time. The power is normalized to
peak power. Up tot̃ 530 the antenna is pumping energy in
the plasma, in particular at high wave numbers. The ante
excites the ECH mode atk̃'1.5 and, while the wave powe
increases and the time proceeds, the central wave numb
the wave shifts to lower values ofk̃. At t̃'70 the structure
at low k̃ collapses and a wave atk̃'1.9 emerges. While the
perturbation atk̃'1.2 can be associated with the power pe
at the same wave number in Fig. 8~f!, the power peak atk̃
'1.9 corresponds to the wave propagating on the undam
ECH branch in the same figure. Figure 9 indicates that

FIG. 9. The logarithmic power of the squared electrostatic field. The em

sion ~up to t̃ 530 with the amplitudeE6) generates a wave perturbatio

which then collapses att̃'70.

FIG. 10. The logarithmic power spectrum of the field perturbation shown

Fig. 9. The high emission amplitude shifts thek̃ of the perturbation towards

lower values~due to electron heating!. The low k̃ perturbation collapses a

t̃'70.
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linear wave is generated at the flanks of the nonlinear p
turbation, i.e., where the plasma has not been strongly
fected by the emission.

During the emission the electron temperature perp
dicular to the magnetic field direction increased. For
emission amplitudeE1 it increased by 0.2 percent, whereas
increased by 15 percent forE6 . Since the simulation direc
tion is perpendicular to the magnetic field, the electrons
spatially confined. The increase in the kinetic energy is th
related to an increase of the particle temperature close to
antenna. The wavelength of the ECH waves is linked to
electron thermal gyroradius. It is shown below that t
change invc during the simulation is of the order of 1024 of
the initial value. It is thus negligible compared to the i
crease inv th for an emission amplitudeE6 . The simulation
box size is fixed and the wave numbers are thus given
physical units. Figs. 8~a!–8~f! are plotted in normalized
wave numbers using the electron’sv th from before the emis-
sion. The physical wave number is related to the normali
wave number byk5 k̃vc /v th with k̃ being independent of the
temperature. Increasingv th will thus shift the physical wave
number towards lower values. This causes the central w
number of the perturbation in Fig. 9 to move towards low
values. The perturbation’s collapse then generates wave
the surrounding plasma where the electron’s thermal velo
has not been increased. These waves propagate on th
damped ECH branch in Fig. 8~f!.

In Fig. 11 the response of the background magnetic fi
~i.e., the component perpendicular to the simulation dir
tion! to the emission is shown. Plotted is the magnetic fi
strength, normalized to its initial average value, versus
grid cell number relative to the antenna and versust̃ . The
antenna is located at cell 0. The contour lines denote va
of 0.9996–1.0000 in steps of 1024 with the lowest magnetic
field strength indicated by anL and the highest magneti
field indicated by anH. The minimum field is 0.9994 and th
maximum is 1.0001. After the emission has started att̃ 50
the contour line 1.0000 rapidly moves towards large d

-

n

FIG. 11. TheBW field strength. The contour lines correspond to 0.9996
1.0000 in steps of 0.0001 fromL to H. The emission process and th

perturbation in Fig. 9 reduces theBW field strength at the antenna. The field
get stronger after the perturbation’s collapse.
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tances from the sounder. The time over which the magn
field is pushed out is of the order of an electron cyclotr
period. The demagnetization slows down at a distance
approximately 20 grid cells which corresponds to the el
tron gyroradius of a particle withv'5v th . This is the maxi-
mum velocity up to which electrons were initialized in th
simulation. The velocity with which the magnetic field pe
turbation propagates into the plasma and the maximum
tance it reaches before its velocity decreases indicates
the early magnetic field perturbation is propagated by e
trons.

After the emission stopped, the magnetic field close

the antenna further diminishes untilt̃'70, which correlates
well with the collapse of the nonlinear wave perturbation
the f q shown in Fig. 9. At even later times the magnetic fie
at the antenna recovers in strength while the contour
1.0000 propagates into the plasma with a slow and alm
constant velocity. The propagation velocity is approximat
twice the thermal velocity of the protons. The times ov
which the magnetic field recovers as well as the propaga

velocity at the timet̃ .70 indicates that the late time evolu
tion of the magnetic field is governed by the protons.

If the magnetic field perturbation at later stages would
governed by the protons, the proton kinetic energy sho
reflect this. For the case of an emission amplitudeE1 the
proton kinetic energy initially drops~not shown! by 2
•1024 times the initial energy and then fluctuates by o
fourth times that value. The simulation electric fields a
initialized as zero. The protons are initialized such as to g
a statistical representation of a Maxwellian velocity distrib
tion. The statistical nature of the particle velocity distributi
causes noise electric fields to build up. The electric fi
energy is taken from the proton kinetic energy and thus
proton energy is diminished.

For an emission amplitudeE6 the proton kinetic energy
also drops initially but then increases by 8•1023 times the
initial energy. After having reached its maximum the ener
starts to oscillate.

The temporal change in the magnetic field could gen
ate electromagnetic waves. The magnetic field compon
parallel to the background magnetic field as a function ofx,t
minus its mean value is Fourier transformed in time. T
result shows the spatial distribution of transverse magn

~TM! electromagnetic waves with a frequencyṽ. We now
focus on low frequency waves~which are related to the mag
netic field evolution governed by the protons! and on high
frequency waves~which are related to the emission proce
and to the fast initial evolution of the ambient magne
field!.

The spatial distribution for the low frequency waves
shown in Fig. 12. Plotted are contour lines for the norm
ized power versus the grid cell number relative to the
tenna and versus the normalized frequency. The plasm
homogeneous and the antenna electric field is symme
The power distribution is thus symmetric to the antenna. T
power for grid cells equally far away from the antenna
center has been summed up to improve the signal to n
ratio. The values for the contour lines of the logarithm
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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power, normalized to the peak power, range from25 to
20.5 in steps of 0.5. The wave power peaks at low frequ
cies and at two points. One is close to the antenna and
second is at relatively large distances from the antenna
cell 30 the power drops, at low frequencies, by several ord
of magnitude.

At distances of less than 30 grid cells away from t
antenna the contour lines show strong wave activity over
entire frequency interval. At a distance of approximately
grid cells away from the antenna, the power distribution fa
off quickly as a function of frequency. For distances incre
ing further, the low frequency noise converges to the pow
distribution of the unperturbed plasma. The Fourier tra
form has been applied to an expanding magnetic field st
ture. It is thus not useful to try to relate the strong no
power gradient at a distance of 40 grid cells to any phys
quantity. The power dropping off at cell 30 and atṽ50
indicates that the initial magnetic field compression coun
balances the consecutive magnetic field depression~The fast
Fourier transform~FFT! at ṽ50 corresponds to a sum ove
the individual field values at one grid cell in time!.

The power distribution for the high frequency waves
shown in Fig. 13. Plotted is the power, normalized to t
peak power in Fig. 12, versus the grid cell number and v
susṽ. The contour lines for the logarithmic power are25.5,
24.9, and24.3. The power increases from the outside to
inside of the structures visible atṽ'5.4 where it peaks. The
magnetic field is modulated by the strong electric fields
the wave perturbation at theṽ'5.4. This modulation can, in
principle, generate fast extraordinary wave modes. The m
netic field perturbation is localized and has thus a sprea
k̃. The f q perturbation oscillates with a frequency that is al
an undamped frequency of the fast extraordinary mode.
components of thef q perturbation withk̃,ṽ matching the
values for the fast extraordinary mode could then be pro
gated away.

That this is the case is shown in Fig. 14. The upper cu
shows the electrostatic field energy, normalized to its p

FIG. 12. The lowṽ component of the Fourier transform in time ofBW

2^BW &. The contour lines show values of the logarithmic power from25 to

20.5 in steps of 0.5. Wave activity at lowṽ close to the antenna indicate
a proton reaction to the emission.
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 This a
value, versus the normalized time. Up tot̃ 530 most of the
field energy is linked to the antenna electric fields. Then
energy drops by one order of magnitude. At this stage m
electrostatic field energy is contained in the perturbation
the f q . This perturbation then collapses att̃'70 to be re-
placed by the noise fluctuations.

The lowest curve shows the energy contained in
electric field component perpendicular to both the ba
ground magnetic field and the simulation direction, and
thus linked to the fast extraordinary waves. The curve
normalized to the peak value of the upper curve. Up tot̃
'40 the energy is down to noise levels. Then the ene
grows to reach its final level att̃'60. The beat indicates tha
the fast extraordinary wave has been excited over a w
frequency range. The waves grow after the emission has

FIG. 13. The highṽ component of the Fourier transform in time ofBW

2^BW &. The contour lines show the values of the logarithmic power of25.5,
24.9, and24.3. Wave activity at the emission frequency indicates that

strong electrostatic fields modulate theBW field.

FIG. 14. The three curves are the electrostatic field energy~upper curve!,
the electromagnetic wave field energy~middle curve! and the energy of the
electromagnetic wave electric field component~lower curve!. Most wave
energy is contained in the electrostatic fields. The increase in the ele

magnetic energy reflects theBW field modulation by the emission whereas th
lowest curve shows wave coupling from electrostatic into slow extrao
nary mode waves.
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ished and before the wave collapses, i.e., during the t
when the high frequency modulations of the backgrou
magnetic field are strongest. The middle curve is the sum
the lower curve and the magnetic field energy minus its
tial value. It thus shows the energy contained in the magn
field oscillations and the electromagnetic waves. No subs
tial increase in the energy can be linked to the growth of
lower curve. This shows that most energy is stored in
oscillations and only a small fraction is coupled into the fa
extraordinary mode. This may have been expected since
wave number of thef q perturbation strongly differs from the
wave numbers of the low frequency part of the fast extra
dinary mode. The overall increase in the electromagn
field energy is small compared to the decrease in the elec
static field energy. The collapse of thef q perturbation is thus
not related to the electromagnetic instability. The coupling
propagating linear electromagnetic waves could, for differ
plasma parameters, be a saturation mechanism for the
trostatic perturbation at thef q .

So far the reason for the sudden collapse of the w
perturbation at thef q has not been identified. The magnet
field depletion is weak, so one would assume that it is not
trigger for the wave collapse. The particle kinetic energ
are, for an emission amplitudeE6 , strongly affected by the
emission and by the perturbation. The collapse of the per
bation may thus be related to a particle property. In Fig.
the electron density profiles for two simulation times a
compared. The densities are integrated fromt̃ 520 to t̃

530 ~solid line! and from t̃ 560 to t̃ 570 ~dashed line!. The
density is then normalized to the density averaged over
simulation box and plotted versus the grid cell number re
tive to the antenna. Both curves show a significant elect
density depletion close to the antenna and an increase in
electron density away from the antenna. The values of
density minima for both curves are comparable. The das
curve shows a minimum extending over a larger spatial
terval at latert̃ . This shows that the density perturbation
expanding even after the emission’s end. The expansio

e

o-

i-

FIG. 15. The solid curve shows the electron density distribution att̃'30.

The dashed line shows it fort̃'70 when the wave perturbation collapse
The electron density is reduced by the wave. The depletion propagates
the plasma at a lesser speed than the fields~Fig. 9!.
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 This a
also slower than the expansion of the electric fields into
plasma. The electrostatic field perturbation at thef q reaches
its maximum extent of 40 grid cells at the emission’s e
~compare Fig. 9! whereas, at this time, the electron dens
perturbation has spread over approximately 20 grid c
~compare Fig. 15!.

The proton density profiles are shown in Fig. 16. T
curves correspond to the same integration intervals as
curves in Fig. 15. The density minimum for the solid line
less pronounced both in its width and in its minimum valu
As we might expect, the protons react more slowly than
electrons to the emission.

The density profiles for the dashed lines in Figs. 15 a
16 are comparable. In both cases the density is the ave
value at a distance of approximately 10 grid cells away fr
the antenna.

The ambient magnetic field at the antenna has been
pressed by the emission. The magnetic field decrease
be related to a current in the plasma. The magnetic fi
evolution is slow thus the current should not oscilla
quickly. In simulation direction the emission generated
oscillating electric field perturbation. This perturbation i
volves electron and proton waves. The bulk magnetic fi
evolution shows weak oscillations at ECH wave frequenc
but the main part evolves on a time scale that is slower t
the proton current oscillations. No electron or proton curre
apart from noise fluctuations can be detected in the direc
of the background magnetic field. In Fig. 17 the curren
perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field and the sim
tion direction, are shown for the electron species~solid line!
and the protons~dashed line!. The currents are integrate
over the time~after the sounding interval! t̃ 560 to t̃ 570
and are normalized to the maximum value of the solid li
The currents are plotted versus the grid cell number rela
to the antenna. The proton current is negligible whereas
electron current correlates with the magnetic field profile
Fig. 11. There, the contour line 1.0000 at the timet̃'70 is at
a distance of 30 grid cells away from the antenna. The e
tron current in Fig. 17 goes to noise levels at this value. T

FIG. 16. The solid curve shows the proton density distribution att̃'30.

The dashed line shows it fort̃'70. The protons react to the wave pertu

bation which explains the wave activity at lowṽ in Fig. 12.
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emission generates two electron beams supporting the m
netic field depletion. The electron beams are in an alm
steady state. Thus the magnetic field depression is relate
a gradient drift current, i.e.,dBy /dx5Jz if the background
magnetic field is oriented in they direction and if the simu-
lation direction is thex direction.

In Fig. 18 the electrostatic wave power as a function
the grid cell number is shown. The wave power is integra
over the timet̃ 560 to t̃ 570 which is the time immediately
preceding the collapse of the wave perturbation. The ti
integrated wave power shows again the minima and max
characteristic for a standing wave. The first power minima
this simulation time are located at a distance of 10 grid c
away from the antenna. The particle density first recover
the ~normalized! background value in Figs. 15 and 16 at th
same locations. The wavelength of the waves involved in
standing wave~see Fig. 9! is 20 grid cells~since it is a
standing wave the wavelength of the waves involved is
distance between every second power minimum!. This
matches the dimension of the plasma density depletion a

FIG. 17. The electron current~solid line! and the proton current~dashed

line! perpendicular to both the simulation direction andBW . The BW field
distribution is upheld by the electron current.

FIG. 18. The wave power of thef q perturbation att̃'70. The wave per-
turbation collapses when the electron and proton density depletions in
15 and 16 evolve to a spatial extent similar to the perturbation’s wavelen
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time of the collapse. Figure 9 also shows that the pertur
tion collapses from the inside to the outside, i.e., where
density depletion is largest. The timing of the collapse a
the spatial decay of the perturbation strongly suggest tha
mechanism responsible for the collapse is a modulatio
instability.

V. DISCUSSION

In this work the coupling between an antenna and
surrounding plasma has been investigated. The ante
model corresponds to a one dimensional permeable and
trostatic antenna. The plasma is collisionless with one e
tron and one proton species, each with a single Maxwel
velocity distribution. The emissions have been restricted
wave propagation direction perpendicular to the backgro
magnetic field exciting only undamped ECH waves.

It has been shown that the antenna can couple energ
wave modes with a group velocity~and thus an energy
propagation velocity! of zero via non-zero group velocit
forerunners. The generation of wave forerunners by si
soidal emissions with a finite duration has been discusse
detail in Ref. 1. In this work, the presence of wave foreru
ners has been confirmed by means of numerical PIC sim
tions and indications have been given that they are resp
sible for the buildup of the plasma perturbation at thef q .
The wave, if nonpropagating, is a standing wave. This
servation may be explained in terms of the coupling mec
nism. The forerunner’s wave front has a spread in freque
covering thef q which it excites. The wave front encounte
an unperturbed plasma without any current modulations
lated to the wave front’s electric field. The electric field mu
then consist of two waves with equal frequency and oppo
phase velocities which are related to two equally strong c
rents with opposite sign. The currents cancel out to zero.
two waves are linearly undamped and form the stand
wave observed.

The decay of a wave with a slow group velocity h
been related to the transient damping of the wave pertu
tion with a frequency higher than thef q , a frequency that is
not an undamped solution of the linear dispersion relatio

The wave buildup at anf q has been investigated fo
wave electric field strengths ranging from a linear to
strongly nonlinear regime. It has been shown that the m
nonlinear modification to the plasma perturbation is a dow
wards shift in its wave number. This has been explained
terms of an electron temperature close to the antenna
increases with increasing emission amplitudes. The widen
of the wave number spectrum may be related to the spat
inhomogeneous electron temperature and density profile

For emission amplitudes in the nonlinear regime
magnetic field is modified by the strong wave electric fiel
The onset of the emission creates a magnetic field deple
which is propagated into the unperturbed plasma first
electrons and, once the perturbation crosses a distanc
more than the electron gyroradius of the fastest electrons
protons. The depletion has been linked to an electron cur
system built up by the emission. The magnetic field a
experiences a modulation at the ECH wave frequency.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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sufficiently strong perturbation electric fields, the magne
field oscillations can generate fast extraordinary mo
waves.

The emission also produced a plasma density deple
for both the electrons and the protons. The density deple
propagates into the plasma more slowly than the electros
field perturbation. Once the depletion size becomes com
rable to the wavelength of thef q perturbation, thef q wave
collapses by means of a modulational instability.

Some of the properties of the wave perturbation may
generalized to three dimensions. The predicted proper
may then be compared to the wave response spectrum g
by a plasma sounder. The electron heating due to elec
trapping is dependent on the electric field. The large pot
tial differences between the antenna plates of a plas
sounder are expected to heat the electrons causing a d
tion of the plasma density. The overall heating may, ho
ever, not be as effective as in the one dimensional case
cause in a real plasma particles are free to move along
magnetic field lines thus refreshing the plasma pool. At
same time the hot electrons can propagate out of the an
na’s vicinity. The plasma would then react linearly to th
wave perturbation at thef q up to higher ECH field values
and thus emission amplitudes. The wave perturbation wo
then be stable. Long-lasting responses to sounding at thef q’s
have been observed, for example, in the plasma trough.2 The
plasma response duration can be up to 300 ms. A typ
frequency of anf q in the plasma trough would be around 2
kHz. The response duration would then be several thous
f q wave cycles as compared to a stablef q perturbation of
several ten wave cycles for the simulation with an emiss
amplitude ofE6 .

Interestingly, the f q’s are rarely observed in the
Ionosphere.2 Their absence might be related to the modu
tional instability. The Debye length and the electron therm
gyroradius in the Ionosphere are small compared to the
tenna dimensions. The characteristic distance over which
particles can move along the magnetic field lines during
emission may thus be small compared to the dimension
the wave perturbation. In this case thef q perturbation would
be more similar to the one dimensional case than, for
ample, in magnetospheric plasmas. The collapse of thef q’s
may thus be more relevant for ionospheric plasmas than
for magnetospheric plasmas.

A spacecraft moving relative to the plasma frame of r
erence, i.e., the frame of reference of the waves involved
the perturbation, should see a Doppler shift of the wav
Waves with opposite phase velocities would experienc
Doppler shift in their frequency with an opposite sign. T
plasma response picked up by the antenna would then s
two peaks instead of one. The phase velocities of thef q’s are
low. For the plasma considered (vc510 kHz, vp54vc ,
v th59.4•105 m/s, f q55.4vc) it is vph'2.5•106 m/s. The
values ofv, vp , and vc employed by the simulation ar
realistic for magnetospheric plasmas encountered, for
ample, by the GEOS mission~compare Fig. 2 in Ref. 2!.
Typical velocities for the GEOS and ISEE~International
Sun-Earth Explorer! sounders in the plasma frame of refe
ence are given in Ref. 4 withv rel50.005v th . The frequency
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gapDṽ between the two peaks at thef q due to the Doppler

shift is given by uDṽu52k̃v rel /v th . The factor of 2 arises
from the f q’s with opposite phase velocities being Doppl
shifted in opposite frequency directions. Note that, for pur
electrostatic ECH waves, the Doppler shift does depend o
on the relative valuev rel /v th . For thef q under consideration

k̃52. Thus uDṽu50.02 anduDvu5200 Hz for the simula-
tion vc which should be detectable. In Ref. 2 it has be
stated that the response at thef q’s indeed split up into two
resonances, separated by a few hundred Hz and the spl
has been explained by nonMaxwellian electron velocity d
tributions. The splitting of the resonances due to a Dopp
shift is an alternative explanation to that in Ref. 2 but it h
not been shown in this work if it is still thef q’s providing the
plasma response if the satellite moves relative to the plas
Future work thus has to include a relative motion betwe
the simulation plasma and the emitting antenna.
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